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Abstract
Infants are constantly surrounded by faces in their
environment. Although much early face processing
occurs in a complex and multimodal environment, a
majority of infant research has examined the
processing of static faces. The intersensory
redundancy hypothesis suggests that synchronized,
multimodal information recruits infant attention,
contributing to better processing and discrimination of
stimulus features perceived through multiple sensory
modalities (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000). This
information is described as amodal (e.g., rhythm or
rate), and is hypothesized to be more readily processed
than information unique to a single sensory modality
(e.g., voice or appearance). To better understand the
role of intersensory redundancy in face processing,
recent work in our lab has investigated infants’
attention to and processing of competing faces
presented in a multimodal context. Two videos were
presented side-by-side, depicting female actors reciting
a children’s story in an infant-directed manner. A
soundtrack matched one of the videos. We sought to
examine the impact of stimulus synchrony (i.e.,
intersensory redundancy) on attention to and
recognition of the faces, but found largely nonsignificant results (Bursalioglu & Guy, in prep). This
led us to believe that the stimuli may have been too
complex to achieve sufficient processing for face
recognition. Our current study is further investigating
the impact of intersensory redundancy on infant face
processing through use of a more simplified design.
We hypothesize that single faces will be processed
more deeply if they are presented in audiovisual
synchrony, thus possessing intersensory redundancy,
than if they are presented asynchronously.
Furthermore, older infants are expected to demonstrate
higher rates of face recognition than younger infants.

Objective
1. To use multimodal, audiovisual stimuli to
investigate the impact of intersensory redundancy
on infant face processing in 5- and 12-month-olds

Stimuli

Screenshot of the multimodal, audiovisual familiarization video of a
woman reciting a story in an infant directed manner

Methods
Participants
Five- and 12-month-olds (+/- 30 days) are currently
being recruited for our study on the online platform,
Lookit. All infants are born full term, live in the United
States, and are regularly exposed to the English
language. Nine infants have participated in our study
thus far, one 5-month-old and eight 12-month-olds.
Procedure
Participants are familiarized with a multimodal,
audiovisual recording of a woman reciting a story in an
infant directed manner. The audio and visual portions of
the familiarization stimuli are either synchronously or
asynchronously presented. Next, infants are shown a first
pair of images of women’s faces on the screen, including
the familiar face and a novel face, in a visual-paired
comparison (VPC). The VPC is repeated with the
location of the faces switched. Infant attention and
looking behavior are recorded for the duration of the
experiment. Look durations will be measured to each
stimulus during familiarization and the VPC procedure
by a coder blind to stimulus conditions.

Analysis
Screenshots of the pairs of static images of women’s faces, with
images 1 and 3 showing a familiar face and novel face in a VPC

Hypotheses
We predict that 12-month-olds will demonstrate greater
skill in processing the faces presented with intersensory
redundancy, as the synchronous presentation is expected
to draw infant attention and promote greater processing.
We do not expect for 12-month-olds to succeed in face
processing
under
asynchronous
familiarization
conditions. Although 5-month-olds will also be
sensitive to intersensory redundancy, they are less
advanced in their face processing, and are expected to
focus on the stimuli’s amodal properties, without
transitioning to the processing of unimodal face
information.

Look durations toward the novel stimulus will be
analyzed with a one-tailed t-test against a chance value
of 50%. Values above 50% will imply a novelty
preference, and below 50% will imply a preference for
the familiar face. ANOVAs will test interactions between
factors including age and familiarization condition.

Future Directions
Future research will examine intersensory redundancy
and infant face processing at the neural level through use
of EEG and event-related potential (ERP) measures.
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